
Naylor
Specialist Plastics

Flexible Ducting

PORTABLE HEATING EVENTS DUCTINGCOOLING & AIRCONDITIONING

Products that can combine high temperature 

resistant materials such as silicone and 

hypalon with pvc to product composite ducts 

which are the perfect product for connection 

directly onto portable heaters while at the 

same time keeping cost to a minimum.  

Double skin insulated ducts can also be made 

which reduce heat loss on the duct run from 

the heater to the point of entry into the space to 

be heated.

Our ducting can be supplied in 'lay flat' form, 
with air escape holes to provide evenly 
distributed air flows in marquees, other even or 
semi-permanent structures, where warm or 
cool air is required.  We are the sole supplier of 
M1 flame retardant material in the UK for this 
purpose.  Ducting can be supplied in a variety 
of colours and grades of material to suit 
customer's exact requirements in terms of 
product life, pressure, suction and durability.

Our products can supply all your needs to 

event ducting.  High temperature ducts to 

connect to heaters for warm air and heavy 

duty pvc ducting for feeds into marquees and 

exhibition halls.  Wire reinforced of lay flat 

ducting with air distribution outlets can be 

connected to the feed ducting for a balanced 

flow or warm air or air conditioned air 

throughout the event.

Naylor is a fourth generation business 
based in Barnsley, South Yorkshire: the 
company has manufactured pipes in clay 
and latterly also in plastic since its 
formation in 1890.  Naylor's Specialist 
Plastics division, based in the Midlands, 
extrudes plastic tubes and profiles in a 
wide range of materials and colours for a 
broad range of sectors and application 
including dewatering, ground 
stabilisation and packaging tubes.

Naylor Specialist Plastics is a long-

established and similarly diverse 
manufacturer of plastic extrusions and 
flexible ducting supplying a wide range 
of sectors including the leisure, cable, 
flooring, DIY, mining and tunnelling 
sectors.  The company was initially set 
up to supply ventilation ducting to the 
domestic mining and tunnelling 
industries and this activity continues 
today, with its flexible duct products 
being used in air conditioning, the 
extraction of hazardous materials and 

portable heating devices. Recent 
decades have seen Naylor Specialist 
Plastics diversify into plastic extrusions, 
and the company now has 9 extrusions 
lines offering both rigid and flexible 
tubes and profiles including cable fillers 
and floor profiles.  The company also 
has a comprehensive fabrications 
department which offers laminating, 
slotting and abrasive surface treatment 
services.

Please phone our sales team on 01226 444388 to discuss your exact requirement
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